
Setup Procedures

1. Place the Signal Processor in MANUAL mode.

2. Open the junction box containing the SDE-30
PCB. This junction box is normally mounted on
the end of the sensor. Locate potentiometers
R47 and R61, test point TP2, and TP5 (GND)
on the PCB.

3. With no material in the sensor or the material
centered in the sensor, measure the voltage be-
tween TP2 and TP5 (GND). Adjust R47 until the
measured value is 0 VDC. The red-green LED
V29 will go out.

4. Rethread the material through the sensor and
guide assemblies.

5. With the material in the sensor and positioned to
one side (not centered), measure the voltage
between TP2 and TP5 (GND). Adjust R61 until
the measured value is at its maximum. While
adjusting R61, the value on the voltage meter
will peak and then decrease. Note the maximum
value prior to decrease. When the value starts
to decrease, turn R61 the opposite direction un-
til the measurement is at its maximum value.

Adjustment of Line-Break Monitors

A line break of the cables between the SDE-30
module and the sensor electrodes can be detected
by the SDE-30. During the sensor setup proce-
dure, the reference value of the electrode capaci-
tance is adjusted. During operation, the actual
capacitance value is compared to this reference
value to determine if a line break is present.

1. Set the guiding system to MANUAL mode.

2. Ensure that the conductive plates are isolated

A. Measure the voltage at TP11 and TP5 (GND).

B. If the measured voltage is less than 7.5VDC,
check for a faulty isolator.

3. Switch S3 to line break monitoring (position 2);
LED V24 lights up.

4. Adjust Transmitter 1 (connected to X17) refer-
ence

A. Press and hold push button S1.

B. Adjust potentiometer R24 until LED V24 dark-
ens.

C.Release push button S1.

5. Adjust Transmitter 2 (connected to X19) refer-
ence

A. Press and hold push button S2.

B. Adjust potentiometer R25 until LED V24 dark-
ens.

C.Release push button S2.

6. Adjust the Receiver (connected to X101) refer-
ence

A. Press and hold push button S101.

B. Adjust potentiometer R101 until LED V24
darkens.

C.Release push button S101.

7. Switch S3 to position 1.

8. Close the junction box.

Troubleshooting the Capacitive Sensor

The capacitive sensor can be disturbed by electri-
cal interference fields. The LED’s V20 and V21 are
provided for indication of these failures. LED V20
shows spurious signals over a wide range of fre-
quencies. LED V21 indicates interference near the
working frequency of the sensor.

Faulty Isolator

If the LED V32 lights up, the isolator resistance on
at least one of the three electrodes is too small for
proper function of the sensor.

The faulty electrode can be found by measuring
the voltage between the following test points and
TP5 (GND). If the test point is less than 7.5VDC,
that isolator is faulty.

•TP8 - Transmitter 1 (connected to X17)

•TP9 - Transmitter 2 (connected to X19)

•TP10 - Receiver (connected to X101)

Three (3) distinct voltage levels indicate different
fault conditions.

1. If the voltage is below 7.5VDC, sensor perform-
ance is sub-optimal.

2. If the voltage is below 5.0VDC, sensor failure is
imminent.

3. If the voltage is below 2.5VDC, the sensor has
failed. LED V32 lights up.
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Line Break

The SDE-30 has the ability to diagnose line breaks
between the three conductive plates and the SDE-
30 PCB. If the sensor signal is faulty, the reason
may be a line break between the SDE-30 module
and a sensor electrode.

NOTE: For this procedure, the control system
should be in MANUAL mode.

1. Switch S3 to position 2. The LED V24 will light
up.

2. Test Transmitter 1 (connected to X17).

A. Press S1.

B. The LED V24 must go out after 10 seconds.

C.If not, there is a capacitance reduction of the
corresponding sensor electrode.

D.This indicates a line break of the cable.

3. Test Transmitter 2 (connected to X19)

A. Press S2.

B. The LED V24 must go out after 10 seconds.

C.If not, there is a capacitance reduction of the
corresponding sensor electrode.

D.This indicates a line break of the cable.

4. Test the Receiver (connected to X101)

A. Press S101.

B. The LED V24 must go out after 10 seconds.

C.If not, there is a capacitance reduction of the
corresponding sensor electrode.

D.This indicates a line break of the cable.

5. Switch S3 to position 1.

6. Set the guiding system into AUTOMATIC mode.
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